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What does AI have in store for 2018?



AI today

Automating repetitive, standardised or 
time-consuming tasks and providing 
assisted intelligence.

Increased demand for STEM skills to build 
new tech ecosystem.



AI emerging

Fundamentally change in the nature of 
work.  Humans and machines 
collaborate to make decisions.

Uniquely human traits (emotional 
intelligence, creativity, persuasion, 
innovation) become more valuable.



AI future

Adaptive continuous intelligent 
systems take over decision making.

The future of humans at work is 
questioned



Growth by geography



Are you ready to exploit the opportunities from AI & overcome the challenges?

Global GDP Impact of AI through 2030
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2030 IMPACT: 

$15.7T

Consumption 

Contribution: 

60%

Source: PwC’s Computational General Equilibrium Model for AI, 2017

Productivity 

Contribution: 

40%

Drivers of Growth



Healthcare, Automotive, 

and FS exhibit huge 

potential for high touch, 

high frequency, and high 

value products & services 

enabled by AI

Source: PwC Analysis

Impact across all sectors



What does this mean for jobs?



 Act now

 No regrets and bets

 Make a bigger leap

 Own the automation debate

 People not jobs

 Build a clear narrative

The Workforce of the Future:

6 key messages for business leaders



What’s holding back AI in enterprise?



AI doesn’t always go to plan



Read our point of view ‘Accelerating 

innovation - How to build trust and 

confidence in AI’ for more information.
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• How vulnerable is your business model to AI disruption?

• How soon will the change arrive?

• Are there game-changing openings within your market and, if so, how can you
take advantage?

• Do you have the right talent, data and technology to help you understand and
execute on the AI opportunities?

• How can you build trust and transparency into your AI platforms and
applications?

Key questions for AI success












